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DUROTEC STRUCTURE BRUSHING MACHINE WT100/800DE

€329,75 (excl. VAT)

The updated DUROTEC structure brush machine is more powerful and compact and can run even slower
for a better finish. The double reduction gearing allows you to apply pressure without the machine

slowing down for extra correction force. The ergonomic design and lightweight make this machine perfect
for handling during brushing, satin finishing, or structuring your workpiece. Durotec is an extremely

compact machine with an ergonomic handy D handle.

Double reduction gearing
Adjustable speed 1200-3900 rpm

Marathon motor 800 W, constant torque
Ergonomic handle

Comes standard with DUROGRIND K80 fleece brush. Numerous brushes available optionally for both wood
and metalworking.
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SKU: DUR-11010

GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Structure brush machine for wood metal and stone.

The DUROTEC textured brush machine is a master of brushing, satinising, sanding and polishing. The brushes
mainly remove the softer wood of the more recent growth rings and leave the harder wood of the older growth
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rings intact. The wood is thus artificially aged, as the mechanical processing considerably accelerates the
natural weathering effect. Brushed wooden surfaces are used, among other things, in the manufacture of rustic

furniture, the furnishing of rustic cafés and restaurants (wall and ceiling coverings) or for beams.

The Durotec brushing machine is the ideal machine for rust removal from metal surfaces, oxidation removal,
polishing of metal surfaces, finishing steel, stainless steel, and non-ferrous metals, etc.

The new brushing machine is more powerful and compact and can run even slower for a better finish. The
double transmission ensures that you can apply pressure without slowing down the machine for extra

correction power. The ergonomic design and low weight make this machine perfect to handle for brushing or
structuring your workpiece. Equipped with a robust handle which is adjustable in height.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Structures of wooden and metal surfaces
Suitable for derusting metal surfaces

Polishing of metal surfaces
Artificial aging of wood

Removing oxidation or paint on metal structures
Finishing steel, stainless steel and non-ferrous metals

Ideal for freshening up old furniture
800 Watt, double transmission for extra power

Ergonomic handle
Protective cover adjustable in height

DESCRIPTION

Structure brush machine for wood metal and stone. The DUROTEC textured brush machine is a master of
brushing, satinising, sanding and polishing. The brushes mainly remove the softer wood of the more recent

growth rings and leave the harder wood of the older growth rings intact. The wood is thus artificially aged, as
the mechanical processing considerably accelerates the natural weathering effect. Brushed wooden surfaces

are used, among other things, in the manufacture of rustic furniture, the furnishing of rustic cafés and
restaurants (wall and ceiling coverings) or for beams. The Durotec brushing machine is the ideal machine for

rust removal from metal surfaces, oxidation removal, polishing of metal surfaces, finishing steel, stainless steel,
and non-ferrous metals, etc. The new brushing machine is more powerful and compact and can run even slower

for a better finish. The double transmission ensures that you can apply pressure without slowing down the
machine for extra correction power. The ergonomic design and low weight make this machine perfect to handle
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for brushing or structuring your workpiece. Equipped with a robust handle which is adjustable in height.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 3 kg

Dimensions 38 cm

Voltage 230 V

Input Power 800W

RPM Min-Max 1200-3900

Brush 110x115x19mm

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE…

Durotec abrasive
brush Duro-Flap Durotec polishing

brush Duro-Polish
Durotec expansion roll

Duro-Master

Durotec sanding
sleeves Duro-Sleeve

(5 pieces)

Durotec spacer ring
Duro-Spacer

https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-abrasive-brush-duro-flap/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-abrasive-brush-duro-flap/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-abrasive-brush-duro-flap/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-polishing-brush-duro-polish/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-polishing-brush-duro-polish/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-polishing-brush-duro-polish/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-expansion-roll-duro-master/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-expansion-roll-duro-master/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-expansion-roll-duro-master/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-sanding-sleeves-duro-sleeve-5-pieces/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-sanding-sleeves-duro-sleeve-5-pieces/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-sanding-sleeves-duro-sleeve-5-pieces/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-sanding-sleeves-duro-sleeve-5-pieces/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durospacer-spacer-ring/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durospacer-spacer-ring/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durospacer-spacer-ring/
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Durotec structure
brush machine |
Promoset METAL

Durotec structure
brush machine |
Promoset WOOD

Durotec nylon brush
Duro-Nyl

Durotec structure
brushing machine

WT100/800DE

https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brush-machine-promoset-metal/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brush-machine-promoset-metal/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brush-machine-promoset-metal/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brush-machine-promoset-metal/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brush-machine-promoset-wood/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brush-machine-promoset-wood/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brush-machine-promoset-wood/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brush-machine-promoset-wood/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-nylon-brush-duro-nyl/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-nylon-brush-duro-nyl/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-nylon-brush-duro-nyl/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brushing-machine-wt100-800de/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brushing-machine-wt100-800de/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brushing-machine-wt100-800de/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/durotec-structure-brushing-machine-wt100-800de/

